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Executive Summary

While the challenges of autonomic network solutions receive a strong attention
in the research community, little effort has so far been put into the investigation
of distributed applications using autonomic networks. Even if self-* properties are
introduced into a network, these properties themselves should not be the ultimate
goal; instead, the added value of autonomic networks should ultimately be benefits
provided to end-users, applications, and application developers.

Besides the development of networking concepts with self-* properties, the
ANA Project (Autonomic Networking Architecture) has introduced an abstract
notion of communication starting points to enable the construction of ANA net-
works without limitations on addressing mechanisms. Furthermore, ANA uses the
concepts of compartments composed of smaller bricks to build systems that offer
services or application functionality. Each brick offers a simple service and can be
used in multiple compartments.

In order to understand the challenges and benefits that application developers
are confronted with when implementing applications for autonomic networks, we
have developed a Video-on-Demand (VoD) Peer-to-Peer (P2P) streaming system
for ANA. This system is based on our earlier research on P2P based streaming [1],
but the architecture and code has been redesigned from scratch to make use of
ANA concepts in order to benefit from the advantages of autonomic networks. This
document analyses the experiences and tradeoffs of redesigning and reimplementing
applications for future autonomic networks.

Work on Task 2.5 finished M30, according to the workplan. The VoD streaming
system developed as part of the task was demonstrated at ICT 2008.
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1 Introduction

Research work on autonomic computing systems has originally been motivated by
the effort and complexity of configuration, management, and maintenance of the
continuously increasing number of networked computing systems that exist today.
The advantage of autonomic networks is obvious in the area of network manage-
ment because they minimize manual intervention. Making networks autonomic
by introducing self-* properties is one of the key elements in many of the recent
efforts towards the future Internet, like ANA [2], BIONETS, and CASCADAS1.

The primary focus for this deliverable is essentially application development for
ANA. However, since ANA does not have strict layering, like in the OSI reference
model, the boundary between network, overlay, and application is fuzzy. Each
of these are in fact represented by a compartment. Even all functional blocks
running on a node form a compartment. In this deliverable, we use the term
application for the “higher” layer compartments that offer functionality that would
be implemented as overlays or applications in a layered architecture. The common
factor for these application compartments is that they might need the services of
some basic network compartments, such as an IP compartment, for example.

One challenging application scenario is P2P based Video-on-Demand stream-
ing. This kind of system needs to be able to harness the resources of a potentially
large number of autonomous end-user machines, in order to deliver a real-time
service. The higher-level portion of the system, what we might describe as the
application part of the system, needs the services of lower level bricks that provide
network transport functionality, monitoring, and potentially, information sharing.
These requirements make the application scenario suitable for showing the benefits
of the modular ANA design for application development.

Section 2 presents the design of a streaming compartment developed for ANA,
and Section 3 covers the integration of the system in a demo environment. Section 4
concludes this article with a summary of our contributions.

2 Streaming Compartment Design

For real-time applications such as video streaming systems, having accurate infor-
mation about the network, such as delay or available bandwidth between nodes,
can be an important factor in achieving good performance. Unfortunately, this
kind of information is not easily obtainable on the current Internet. Several tech-
niques for network awareness and server selection [3], have been proposed, but

1www.ana-project.org, www.bionets.eu, www.cascadas-project.org
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while it is possible to keep code for this kind of functionality in an external li-
brary rather than inside the application, the underlying limitations do not change:
the Internet does not provide an interface for obtaining all the information re-
quired by the application, and a library might require updates as the interconnect
technologies of the Internet changes.

However, in ANA, monitoring is to be provided as a fundamental service on
all nodes. Furthermore, ANA has been designed to support having accurate infor-
mation provided by routers and other intermediate nodes. As we have previously
designed a P2P video streaming system for the Internet [1], we have been inter-
ested in seeing how having the monitoring services available in ANA might affect
the design of a similar system.

2.1 Compartment Overview

We have designed a distributed compartment that offers video streaming services,
with content retrievable from participating nodes that have previously retrieved
the same content. This kind of system requires a mechanism for transmitting
media data between nodes, but also a metadata handling system that offers file
search functionality and a way of keeping track of the nodes that have copies of
the data. A typical usage scenario would be for a user to search for and request
a movie, upon which a list of nodes with the content available would be obtained,
and the content requested from nodes on the list. The downloaded parts of the
movie would simultaneously be made available to other users. Files are divided into
blocks to make information about downloaded files easier to share and manage.

Some functionality is clearly the same regardless of whether an application has
been designed for the Internet or ANA; disk caching and media playback occurs
after the media data has been retrieved from the network and can be identical in
both cases. What reveals the special characteristics of ANA is how the application
is structured. A typical Internet application uses a poll() loop, or multiple threads,
to multiplex connections to other nodes, but it is common to have the majority of
the functionality implemented as part of a single application, perhaps even running
as a single process. If there is any code shared between applications, it is primarily
in the form of shared libraries that implement common operations.

Rather than building monolithic applications, the ANA application develop-
ment concept is based on the principle of combining many small bricks to form a
larger structure, or compartment, that offers application functionality. This might
seem similar to the use of libraries, but a brick is an actively running service that
can be included in the combined structure of multiple compartments. As with li-
braries, this gives the benefit of sharing code, but there are additional benefits that
come from bricks being a running and shared service. The first is with regard to
efficiency, especially in the context of network monitoring. An Internet application
that wishes to estimate the transfer speed or available bandwidth to another node
can do this by transmitting specially crafted packets [3], but if each application
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Figure 1: Server based streaming compartment

does this independently the result can be redundant traffic that increases the load
on the link between the two machines needlessly. However, if all applications re-
quest this information through the same brick, the result will be less overhead and
shorter response time if the answer is already known. Another important benefit
comes from the possibility for the application to adapt to changes; the system can
react to changes in the network by changing the bricks that offer various types of
functionality. To use the network monitoring example, on the Internet it might
only be possible to use heuristics to estimate link speeds and a monitoring brick
for the Internet would use these kinds of techniques, but on a network where ANA
nodes provide additional monitoring functionality, the routers could be queried
directly. An ANA node can react to these two different scenarios by replacing
the relevant monitoring brick. The design of ANA gives applications the inherent
possibility of having this kind of adaptability, and this approach can be used in
many situations: in order to change transport protocols, insertion of transcoding
bricks to reduce media size on low bit rate links, etc.

The use of bricks has a direct influence on the structure of the VoD application;
the streaming functionality is not offered by a single brick, but by a set of bricks
that work together. One immediate benefit of this is that some of the required
functionality is already part of the ANA design; network monitoring is provided
by the monitoring framework. What remains is a way to exchange media data,
metadata handling, and the interface to the media player. To demonstrate
the flexibility of the brick system, we have designed two variants of the streaming
system. The first is server based and similar to a traditional video streaming system
suited for commercial streaming, with data originating from a server maintained
by a content provider. The server also provides metadata handling services such
as file search. The difference from a traditional client/server system is that clients
serve downloaded content to other clients; the server is the origin of all content,
but not necessarily the only location to retrieve media data from. The structure
of this variant is shown in Figure 1.
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The second variant is a completely distributed system, with no centralized
servers. Any user can publish files, resulting in a system similar to P2P file sharing
networks such as eDonkey [4]. The decentralization is achieved through the use
of the Multi-Compartment Information Sharing System (MCIS) [5], which is a
system for distributed information sharing. The structure of this system is given
in Figure 2, and as can be seen, despite being two completely different systems,
the only difference in the brick composition of Node A is that the brick managing
metadata has been replaced with a brick that does metadata handling via the
MCIS. By replacing a single brick, the system can be changed from being server
based to becoming fully distributed.

2.2 File Server Brick

The server based design initially provides all content from the server maintained
by the content provider. The file server brick handles byte-range requests from
client nodes, and is accessible via the interface listed in Table 1. The keyword is
used by other bricks to resolve the brick in the IP compartment, which is used for
communication with the clients. Requests from clients are sent in text format, in
the format specified in the table, and include a byte range and file identification
such as a message digest or file name. The identifier for a given file is obtained
through the metadata brick, with the filename currently being used to identify
files.

The functionality of this brick is quite simple; it simply reads the part of the
file identified in the byte range and sends it back to the client. Information about
the parts of a file that have been downloaded is maintained on a block basis,
but the file server works independently of this. Though it is being used in a file
streaming compartment, the functionality provided by this brick is not specific to
the streaming compartment and could be the basis for e.g., a network file system.
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Availability IP compartment

Keyword streamserv+network+file+server

Request “GETRANGE startoffset endoffset fileid”

Reply Data or error message

Table 1: File server brick access information

2.3 Metadata Server Brick

Metadata in the server based streaming compartment is managed by the metadata
server brick. In the server based usage scenario, all files are maintained on the
server; users can report having downloaded parts of a file, but cannot add new
files to the system. Metadata queries only search metadata for the files located on
the server, and as Figure 1 shows, this brick runs only on the server.

An overview of the brick interface is given in Table 2, and as with the file
server brick, the keyword is used to search for the brick in the IP compartment,
and the request specifies the format of messages accepted by the brick. Compared
to the file server brick, this brick has a more complicated interface. There are four
commands, with the first two, IHAVE and PEERS, being used for information
about clients. The IHAVE command is used by clients to report the retrieval of
blocks. The PEERS command can be used to request a list of peers with a specific
file and block number, or a list of the peers with any block in a specific file. The
two remaining commands, FILEMETA and METAQUERY, are used to request
information about the files stored on the server. The FILEMETA command returns
full metadata information for the indicated file if it is exists, otherwise an error is
returned. METAQUERY can be used to perform a search operation on a specified
field of the file metadata, such as the movie title, file size, filename, movie quality,
or content provider. Numeric fields, such as file size, can be compared with lesser
than and greater than operators, while text fields such as filename and movie title
can be searched with text substrings.

The design of this brick reflects one of the places where a decision had to
be taken with regards to the granularity of the bricks. The brick performs tasks
relevant to a single type of operation, namely metadata management, but there are
two types of metadata: the 3-tuple with file identifier, node, and block number,
in addition to the information relevant for media files, such as movie title and
quality. An alternative approach would be to have two bricks instead of one,
and it is conceivable that either brick might be useful for other compartments. In
general, the two opposite extremes for brick design is to have either a small number
of complex bricks, or a large number of small atomic bricks. The first results in
code complexity, while the second increases system complexity. We have chosen a
solution in the middle, with bricks divided based on the conceptual operation they
provide, rather than the low-level operation they perform.
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Availability IP compartment

Keyword1 streammeta ihave

Keyword2 streammeta peers

Keyword3 streammeta filemeta

Keyword4 streammeta metaquery

Request1 “IHAVE fileid blockno”

Request2 “PEERS fileid blockno|ANY”

Request3 “FILEMETA fileid”

Request4 “METAQUERY field op query”

Reply1 Status message

Reply2 List of peers with indicated block, any peer with file if ANY specified

Reply3 metadata for file

Reply4 List of file identifiers matching file in playlist format

Table 2: Meta server brick access information

2.4 File Cache Brick

The file cache brick is an important part of both the server based and distributed
system versions. As the brick composition overview of either system shows, this is
the most connected brick, with communication links to four other bricks. Table 3
shows the brick interface, and this brick is available through both the IP compart-
ment, for data requests from other nodes, and internally, for requests from other
bricks on the same node. The task of this brick is to manage the file cache on end
user nodes. This includes managing the file data stored on disk, and retrieving
missing data from either the file server brick or the file cache bricks on other nodes.

The file cache brick will typically be used after a user has identified and re-
quested a file for viewing. The brick is first contacted with the HAVEFILE com-
mand, to query whether the file is cached locally or not, and if it is not, then an
ADDFILE request will be issued, causing the file cache brick to retrieve meta-
data such as file size in order to be able to manage the disk cache. At the same
time, it contacts the MRP (Monitoring Request Protocol) brick in order to request
monitoring of the nodes that have parts of the file cached, and it does this with
another metadata request, using the ANY keyword instead of a block number,
because the point in that file that will be requested by the user is still unknown.
Requesting monitoring at this point ensures that the monitoring process starts as
early as possible and increases the time that the monitoring system has available
to perform monitoring operations without increasing the playback startup delay.

The ADDFILE request is then followed by any number of GETRANGE re-
quests for the media data. The data for these requests will be retrieved from disk
if it is available, otherwise it will be retrieved from the network. The retrieval
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Availability Local node + IP (GET command)

Keyword1 filecache+network+file+server

Keyword2 filecache get

Keyword3 filecache add

Keyword4 filecache have

Keyword4 filecache store

Request1 “GETRANGE startoffset endoffset fileid” (local node)

Request2 “GETRANGE startoffset endoffset fileid” (IP)

Request3 “ADDFILE fileid”

Request4 “HAVEFILE fileid”

Request5 “STORERANGE startoffset endoffset fileid”

Reply1 File data

Reply2 File data

Reply3 Success/failure message, depending upon result of operation

Reply4 Success/failure message, depending upon result of operation

Reply5 Success/failure message, depending upon result of operation

Table 3: File cache brick access information

process starts with a PEERS meta data request to locate peers with the data
available. The nodes obtained in this way are checked with the monitoring frame-
work to identify the nodes that are best suited for the remote GET requests. The
monitoring MRP brick currently supports only latency based checks on remote
nodes, making it possible to exclude nodes that are unavailable, and prefer nodes
with low latency. With support for other monitoring types, such as available band-
width, it would be possible to prefer nodes from which high throughput can be
expected. Data retrieved from remote nodes is stored to disk and returned to the
client. Upon having retrieved a full block, the file cache brick reports this to the
brick handling metadata. Finally, the brick manages block data cached in memory
and on disk. This general procedure is repeated for each block. Because some
peers might not have all the blocks, the list of peers is requested for each block,
but the MRP brick can optimize the monitoring operations performed, by caching
the previous results.

The STORERANGE command can be used by other bricks to store file data
in the cache. This could typically be used in the distributed version of the system,
if the user wanted to make a file available to other users.

As with the metadata server brick, this brick performs multiple tasks that
could have been implemented in separate bricks. For example, answering data
requests from remote and local nodes could have been done with two different
bricks. The same is the case with the data retrieval functionality. In practice
however, it was found that all these operations were quite tightly connected, and
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Availability UNIX shell

Usage1 “anameta -a fileid”

Usage2 “anasearch -a field -a op -a query”

Usage3 “anastream -a fileid -a start offset -a end offset”

Reply1 metadata for file

Reply2 Playlist with files matching query

Reply3 Media data for file

Table 4: Application bricks access information

having them in separate bricks would have required synchronization mechanisms to
ensure safe handling of the data stored on disk and in memory, adding complexity
and essentially defeating the purpose of separating the bricks.

2.5 Meta Relay and MCIS

In both the server based and distributed streaming scenarios, the metadata re-
quests pass through a single block. In the server case, this is the meta relay block,
which simply relays all requests to or from the meta server brick on the server
node. Because of this, the interface is essentially the same as that given for the
meta server brick in Table 2, except that the brick is not available through the
IP compartment but only to the bricks on the same node. With the MCIS used
for metadata handling, the metadata requests are sent to a similar relay that in-
terfaces the MCIS with the same interface, but which also requires a ADDMETA
command for clients to add metadata for files they wish to share with other users.
Support for other ways of managing metadata can be added by simply writing a
new brick that supports the same interface as the meta relay brick.

2.6 Application Bricks

The three application bricks, anasearch, anameta, and anastream, have been de-
signed to be used as normal shell commands, and each provide a simple interface
to the ANA streaming system. Of these commands, anasearch and anameta are
simply wrappers around the FILEMETA and METAQUERY commands, allowing
a user to search for and obtain information about available files. The anastream
brick returns a media data stream for a specified file. A summary of usage infor-
mation for the application bricks can be found in Table 4.

Again, also in this case it would have been possible to handle the brick divi-
sion in a different way. Metadata queries are performed by two bricks; anasearch
and anameta, and the functionality of these bricks could arguably have been imple-
mented in a single brick. The reason for the division in this case is that integrating
ANA bricks with the UNIX shell is currently somewhat cumbersome, and keeping
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the two metadata query types in different commands makes it possible to keep the
interfaces for the commands simple.

2.7 HTTP Proxy Based ANA Gateway

The http2ana and mplayer elements in Figure 1 and Figure 2 are not ANA bricks
but standard UNIX applications. To demonstrate that ANA can be used with a
normal media player, we have created a gateway application that functions as a
normal HTTP proxy, which, rather than obtaining data from a web server, uses
the application bricks to retrieve the data over an ANA network. Any media player
that supports streaming over HTTP, and has support for HTTP proxies, should
be usable with this gateway.

2.8 Supplemental Bricks

The core part of the streaming functionality is provided by the file cache brick
and the metadata handling bricks, but network monitoring is important for per-
formance reasons, and node monitoring functionality is provided by the MRP
brick [6]. This brick was developed to perform peer selection and node monitor-
ing operations, using monitoring bricks that performe specific operations such as
latency estimation. The information provided by the MRP brick includes simple
status information such as whether a node is available or not, but can include more
complex queries such as a request for an ordering of nodes based on criteria such
as latency.

The MRP brick uses a HTTP like syntax with the following format:

<command name> <nodeset name> MRP/1.0

<options>

<data>

MRP operations manipulate so-called nodesets, that can consist of an arbitrary
set of nodes. Operations include adding nodes to a nodeset, removing nodes, and
requesting node orderings based on various criteria. The commands and interfaces
are summarized in Table 5. The MRP brick does not perform any measurement
operations itself, it merely manages a set of nodes, and sends requests for network
measurements to the monitoring framework, here represented by the nodelat and
ping bricks. The nodelat brick measures the RTT between the node itself and a
different node running the ping brick, via the interface described in Table 6. The
LAT command is used to make measurement requests, upon which the nodelat
brick uses the PING command to measure the response time of a remote node.
The measured time is used to represent the RTT. Each nodelat brick currently
exposes the latency measurement interface to other bricks on the same node, but
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Availability Local node + IP (GET command)

Keyword1 mrp+communication+customization

Request1 “ADDNODES”

Request2 “DEFINESET”

Request3 “DELETESET”

Request4 “MONITOR”

Request5 “ORDER”

Request6 “RMNODES”

Request7 “STATUS”

Reply1 Success/failure message, depending upon result of operation

Reply2 Success/failure message, depending upon result of operation

Reply3 Success/failure message, depending upon result of operation

Reply4 Success/failure message, depending upon result of operation

Reply5 A list of nodes in the nodeset, sorted by specified criteria

Reply6 Success/failure message, depending upon result of operation

Reply7 A list of nodes in the nodeset, with current node status

Table 5: MRP brick access information

it would be possible to expose it to other nodes, allowing these nodes to measure
the RTT between arbitrary sets of nodes.

The final brick which is used by the streaming compartment is the IP brick,
which provides IP transport functionality.

2.9 Lessons Learned and Limitations

The current status of the streaming compartment is that all the bricks needed
for the server based scenario have been implemented and integrated in a demo

Availability Local node (nodelat) + IP compartment (ping)

Keyword1 nodelat+latency+measurement

Keyword2 ping+pong

Request1 “LAT node-id” (local node)

Request2 “PING” (IP)

Reply1 Measured RTT to node, or error if not available

Reply2 The string “PONG”

Table 6: Nodelat and ping brick access information
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environment (see Section 3). Work on Task 2.5 finished M30, at which time neither
the MCIS or the monitoring framework was completed. As such, the code for
supporting these elements has not been implemented.

During the development process we have made several observations. We have
especially found that the brick concept leads itself well to easy development and
code testing. Most bricks are fairly small and provide a single operation through a
well-defined interface. The brick based application construction encourages having
small bricks that are simple, and consequently, relatively easy to understand and
test. Compared to the development of the P2P video streaming system we have
previously created for the Internet, it has been much simpler to develop and test
multiple separate bricks rather than one large application. It should be noted that
the Internet application was more feature rich, but changing the brick based design
is much simpler, as can be seen in the ease with which the structure of the system
is changed from being server based to being fully distributed, by simply using a
different brick for metadata handling. Furthermore, having a monitoring frame-
work has made it possible to add network awareness without having to implement
code for this in the VoD system itself.

While the underlying principles of ANA provide several benefits for application
design, there are some practical issues that have affected brick development. The
ANA project looks at legacy-free networking design, and a consequence of this is
that functionality that is taken for granted on the Internet needs to be reimple-
mented from scratch. As the ANA code base is still far from mature, there are
some limitations that have influenced the design. One obvious oddity is the use of
IP to transport media data, and the system does in fact do streaming directly on
top of IP packets. The reason for this is that there were no higher level protocols
available when the VoD system was implemented; only Ethernet and IP transport
without support for packet fragmentation. The consequence is that as opposed
to having a simple stream-like interface, the bricks need to consider factors such
as packet size. All requests and replies are currently kept below the MTU, which
complicates request handling. However, these limitations should disappear as more
advanced bricks become available. Indeed, since the streaming compartment relies
on the generic network compartment API for communications, adapting to a new
underlying network compartment should be an easy matter. It could be argued
that these limitations demonstrate the flexibility of ANA, as it is possible to im-
plement a distributed streaming system on top of a simple IP implementation.
The functionality offered by the MRP brick is similarly limited due to the lack of
network measurement bricks.

3 Integrated VoD Demo Environment

To test and demonstrate the VoD streaming compartment we have created a demo
environment that integrates the server based version of the streaming compart-
ment, the http2ana gateway, a small movie library, a movie player, and a browser
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on a 4 GB flash disk.

A web browser is used as interface to a web server running on the demo ma-
chine, with the anasearch and anameta bricks called from a CGI gateway script.
The default web page lists movies available for selection and present a search form
for querying movie titles. Meta information such as movie length, producer, pro-
duction year, and encoding quality is obtained via the anameta brick and shown
for each listed movie.

Selecting a movie causes the media player to be started, and the movie to be
requested via the http2ana proxy. The anastream brick is started by the proxy and
requests the movie from the given offset. Interactive operations such as changing
the current playback location and pausing are supported.

All the bricks run on a single node, but the full operation of the system is still
used. The anastream brick requests data from the file cache brick, which uses the
meta relay brick to obtain the address of possible download locations (in this case
only the server), and register downloaded blocks, which are cached to disk.

A disk image containing the full demo can be downloaded from http://www.

ifi.uio.no/dmms/ana/vod_demo.img.gz. After being decompressed, the file should
be written to an unused USB disk or USB flash-disk using the dd command2. The
machine used for running the demo need to be able to boot from the USB disk.
Instructions for using the demo are shown in Appendix 5. The ANA source code
can be found under the /home/demo/ana/ directory, with the VoD compartment
code found in the C/bricks/custcom directory.

4 Conclusion

We have described work on application development in the context of ANA. A
central ANA concept is the separation of functionality into bricks that offer a
single type of service, and the combination of bricks to form compartments that
offer more complex functionality. We have shown how this approach affects the
development from scratch of a distributed video streaming system. There are still
limitations that complicate application development, but these issues are a result of
functionality that has still not been implemented rather than limitations imposed
by the design of ANA. More than being a deficiency, being able to do streaming
directly over IP demonstrates the flexibility of ANA. Furthermore, the generic
interface used in ANA should make it easy to migrate to other protocols. Our
experience shows that the brick concept is well suited for application development.

In order to demonstrate the operation of the VoD streaming compartment, we
have integrated it on a flash disk with a small video library, a browser based inter-

2For example: “dd if=vod demo.img of=/dev/RAWDISKDEVICE bs=65536”, where

RAWDISKDEVICE should be replaced with the device name corresponding to the USB disk,

which can usually be obtained with the dmesg command.
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face, and a movie player. Future work includes adding support for the monitoring
framework and the MCIS brick.

5 ANA VoD Demo Usage Instructions

To start/restart the demo:

1. Verify that USB stick is inserted

2. Turn on the computer/reboot

3. Press F9 during boot, choose boot from USB

4. At Ubuntu login screen, use: demo/ana as (username/password)

5. Press the black square at the top bar to start xterm

6. In xterm, run command ’su’ (password ana)

7. In xterm, as root, run command ’./start-demo’

8. After script completes, press firefox icon at top bar

9. Demo should now be ready to run through browser window

Note: Verify that ’Work Offline’ option under firefox ’File’ menu is

NOT ticked.

Demo operation:

The USB disk contains three short movies. Supported operations are:

-movie title search

-metadata display

-movie selection

-movie playback

-during movie playback: play, pause, stop, changing playback position

Note: An empty query lists all files on the server (three titles).

Example usage:

1. Search for video title, e.g., ’duck’, or ’hair’

-The search operation uses the ’anasearch’ brick and returns a

list of matching files.

-The CGI gateway uses the anameta brick to obtain metadata for

each of the titles.

-On some titles metadata might not be known (e.g., ’Ozon

Hairspray Commercial’), in these cases the metadata fields are
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shown as ’Unknown’.

-The results are shown in the browser, along with an image from

the movie.

2. Select a movie from the search results by clicking on the image

from the desired movie.

-The browser will download a file with a file type that

is handled by a wrapper for the VLC media player. The file

contains a single URI, which is requested from the http2ana

proxy. The proxy converts the URI to an ana:// URI and requests

the content via the anastream brick.

3. Pause playback, then press play to restart playback.

-Flow control is handled by the http2ana proxy and the anastream

brick. The anastream brick will only request more data from the

file cache brick if the http2and proxy has consumed the already

transmitted data.

4. Change the current playback point by adjusting the bar at the

bottom of the media player window.

-The VLC media player is used with ANA without modification. Each

change in playback location results in a new HTTP request for

the same file, but for a different byte range of the file. These

requests are parsed by the http2ana proxy, which uses the

anastream brick to obtain the media data.
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